Lethal obstructive colitis: how and when patients with colonic obstruction should be prevented from falling into a lethal condition.
The objective of this study is to clarify the pathological condition and treatment strategy of lethal obstructive colitis (LOC), which is defined as obstructive colitis with severe shock or septic shock. We examined 5 patients with LOC (colorectal cancer or suspected in 2, fecal impaction in 2, and volvulus in 1) and evaluated their pathophysiology and management strategy from their medical records. Emergency operations were performed within 150 minutes from arrival in all cases. Three were saved by repeat operations and 2 died. The systolic pressure of both survived and deceased patients were under 62 or palpable only on the common carotid artery, and there was no difference between survived and deceased patients. The mean pulse rate of the deceased patients was 76.5 while survived 117.7. Two deceased patients presented unconsciousness or conscious disorder while survived patients showed clear consciousness. The 2 deceased patients fell into VT just after arrival or during the operation. In managing colonic obstruction, we should be aware of this potentially lethal disease and surgical treatment should be performed as soon as possible before the patients fall into LOC. Early diagnosis and early aggressive surgery is essential for managing LOC.